Widespread distribution of bronchopulmonary endocrine cells immunoreactive for calcitonin in the lung of the normal adult rat
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ABSTRACT  The nature and distribution of bronchopulmonary endocrine cells immunoreactive for calcitonin was studied in normal adult Wistar albino rats by immunoenzyme histochemistry with the peroxidase-antiperoxidase technique. A widespread distribution of both solitary endocrine cells and neuroepithelial bodies immunoreactive for calcitonin was found. Many, but not all, were also immunoreactive for neurone specific enolase. Although both classes of cells were present in airways and parenchyma, most of the solitary cells were found in alveolar ducts and alveoli whereas most of the neuroepithelial bodies were located in bronchi and bronchioles. Bronchopulmonary endocrine cells are generally regarded as being sparse in the adult rat. It is suggested that this may be a consequence of the use of inadequate methods in attempting to identify them. So far as is known, this is the first time that calcitonin has been demonstrated by immunohistochemical methods in the lungs of rats.

The function of the endocrine cells of the respiratory tract in health and disease is still largely unknown, despite the large amount of work which has been carried out since they were first described by Feyrter1 and Fröhlich2 some 30 years ago. Amines, such as 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT, serotonin),3 and peptides, such as calcitonin, gastrin releasing peptide, and leu-enkephalin,4 have been found in these cells in man, which may be solitary or grouped. The latter, which are innervated structures, have been termed neuroepithelial bodies.5 There is some evidence to support the inclusion of both of these types in the APUD system of secretory cells.6

Although endocrine cells have been described in the lungs of many species, the adult rat is generally regarded as possessing few and therefore as being unsuitable for such studies.7 In addition, so far as we are aware, calcitonin has never been found within the endocrine cells of the lungs of this species. The aim of this study was to investigate the pattern and extent of distribution of endocrine cells immunoreactive for calcitonin in the lungs of normal adult Wistar albino rats.

Methods

Six healthy adult Wistar albino rats, three of them males, were killed by dislocation of the cervical vertebrae, the thoraces opened, and the lungs removed intact. The latter were gently distended with freshly prepared Bouin's solution by means of a cannula placed in the trachea, and allowed to fix for four hours only. Then each lung was cut with a razor blade into six tissue blocks of equal thickness in the parasagittal plane, thus providing 12 closely similar samples from each animal. These were embedded in paraffin wax and groups of sections, each 4 μm in thickness, were taken for study from each block. The adjacent sections were stained with haematoxylin and eosin and labelled for calcitonin by the peroxidase antiperoxidase method.8

For the latter procedure we used four different commercially available polyclonal antisera to synthetic human calcitonin raised in rabbit (Ortho Ltd, Steranti Research Ltd, Bionuclear Services Ltd, Dako Corporation). As this study was carried out in the rat, the antisera were heterologous, but cross-reactivity with rat calcitonin, which is closely similar in its peptide sequence to human calcitonin, was between 96–99% as determined by radio-immunoassay. The working dilution of primary antiserum in all cases was 1:8000 with overnight (18
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hour) incubation at 4°C. All antisera showed 100% crossreactivity with purified antigen, but none more than 0.1% with other purified peptide hormones as determined by radioimmunoassay. In all cases liquid phase absorption studies were performed with incubation for 18 hours at 4°C, in each antiserum was incubated with varying concentrations of purified calcitonin, katacalcin and calcitonin gene related peptide. The addition of 0.1% bovine serum albumin prevented non-specific absorption of the antisera. In all cases complete quenching of immunostaining was obtained with 25–100 ng of calcitonin. Katacalcin and calcitonin gene related peptide had no effect on staining at concentrations of up to 100 μg.

The primary antisera were linked to rabbit immunoglobulin peroxidase complex (PAP) diluted 1:200 by swine antirabbit serum diluted 1:20. The reaction product that followed addition of hydrogen peroxide was demonstrated by means of 3-amino 9-ethylcarbazole. This gives a red brown precipitate. All sera and other solutions were diluted in phosphate buffered saline. Endogenous peroxidase was removed by the addition of 1% hydrogen peroxide in methanol for half an hour, and non-specific binding of immunoglobulin was inhibited by the addition of normal swine serum. Negative control procedures required omission of each stage of the procedure in turn and replacement of the primary anticalcitonin antisera with antisera to other peptide hormones. Positive tissue controls consisted of the immunostaining of sections of human and non-human thyroid gland and lung, and of tissue from human medullary carcinoma of the thyroid.

Adjacent sections to those used in the above procedure were immunostained for neurone specific enolase using two different antisera (Polyscience Ltd, Dako Corporation), also by application of the peroxidase antiperoxidase method. This acidic isoenzyme, formerly considered confined to neurones, is now thought to provide a marker for neuroendocrine cells.

Several different attempts at quantitative measurement of pulmonary endocrine cell populations have been made in the past and they do not permit accurate comparison between different studies. In view of this, and of the fact that we were not making comparisons between different experimental groups, we did not attempt to quantify the population of endocrine cells immunoreactive for calcitonin, but simply assessed them according to their presence in either bronchi and bronchioles or alveolar ducts and alveoli.

Results

The cytoplasm of immunoreactive cells showed strong granular staining with all antisera used and they were in all cases easily distinguished from non-reacting components. Solitary endocrine cells and neuroepithelial bodies immunoreactive for calcitonin were widespread in the airways and alveoli of all animals. Both of these components were morphologically typical of bronchopulmonary endocrine cells. The single cells were mostly pyramidal and situated close to the basement membrane. When located in an airway they usually appeared to be buried deep within the epithelium, apparently failing to reach the lumen (fig 1). Occasionally they occurred in small runs of two or three adjacent cells. The distinction between such small aggregates and true neuroepithelial bodies was not difficult to make since the former, though comprising more than one cell, show none of the typical features of these structures. Neuroepithelial bodies were characteristically corpuscular in morphology, comprising from four to as many as 26 cuboidal or columnar cells parallel to each other and closely packed (figs 2 and 3).

Fig 1 Part of a terminal bronchiole containing a solitary endocrine cell immunoreactive for calcitonin (arrow). Note the characteristic pyramidal morphology. (Peroxidase antiperoxidase, anticalcitonin; × 330.)

Fig 2 Part of a terminal bronchiole containing a neuroepithelial body immunoreactive for calcitonin. Note the corpuscular appearance and columnar morphology of its constituent cells. (Peroxidase antiperoxidase, anticalcitonin; × 375.)
Contrast to the singly occurring cells, they were in obvious contact with the airway lumen. Single cells were scattered widely throughout the airways and parenchyma, but in 10 of the 12 lungs more than half of the total identified were in alveolar ducts and alveoli. In the case of two animals all the single cells were found at these sites, and none were present in bronchi and bronchioles. Neuroepithelial bodies were typically found at points of branching of airways, and the largest such structures were located in the small bronchi and bronchioles. In contrast to the single cells, in 10 of the 12 lungs studied more than 65% of the total were in bronchi and bronchioles. Of the remainder, located in the parenchyma, a large proportion were in alveolar ducts (fig 3). Those situated in alveoli were almost always sited on the alveolar wall immediately adjacent to an alveolar duct so as to be separated from it by alveolar septa only.

Immunostaining for neurone specific enolase showed some but not all cells immunoreactive for calcitonin to be positive. It was particularly noticeable that whereas most neuroepithelial bodies stained diffusely with the method solitary cells appeared not to stain.

Discussion

Fröhlich in 1949 was probably the first to appreciate fully that the clear cells (helle Zellen) of the airways occurred both singly and in clusters (knoetchen). Subsequently a large body of work has greatly increased our knowledge of these bronchopulmonary endocrine cells, which have since been observed in some non-mammalian as well as most mammalian species. The name neuroepithelial body was given to the corpuscular cell clusters, which appear to differ in certain respects from the solitary endocrine cells, not only with regard to their structural characteristics but also with regard to their response to experimental stimuli. Although the true embryological origin of these cells is still a subject of debate, they have certain features strongly supporting their inclusion in the so-called APUD system of cells. They take up amine precursors such as 5-hydroxytryptophan and show formaldehyde induced fluorescence, which microspectrographically has an emission spectrum characteristic of 5-hydroxytryptamine. This substance is localised in neurosecretory (dense core) granules. In addition to their content of amine, evidence suggesting the existence in neuroepithelial bodies of a peptide substance was provided by further microspectrographic study and several different such substances have now been identified within solitary cells and neuroepithelial bodies. One such substance is calcitonin, which has been found in both solitary endocrine cells and neuroepithelial bodies of human lung. We have demonstrated by immunohistochemical methods the presence of this hormone, or a closely related peptide cross reacting with it, in the bronchopulmonary endocrine cells of the lung of the normal adult rat. It is of widespread distribution in solitary cells and neuroepithelial bodies throughout the airways and parenchyma (figs 1-3). Both of these classes of cells occur at all sites, but there is a distinct tendency for neuroepithelial bodies to occur in the bronchi and bronchioles rather than in the alveolar ducts and alveoli; and the reverse is the case for solitary cells, which are most often found in the parenchyma.

The presence of endocrine cells in alveolar ducts and alveoli has been described several times, but not apparently in such large numbers. We cannot be certain that some of them were not derived either during life or at the time of fixation of the lungs by desquamation from the airways. The arrangement of most of these cells is, however, strongly suggestive of their normal presence at this site during life. Whether solitary cells or neuroepithelial bodies, they all showed excellent cytological preservation and appeared to be an integral part of the alveolar epithelium. When situated in alveolar ducts, neuroepithelial bodies were characteristically arranged on a distinct elevation in the lining of the duct, giving a typical corpuscular appearance (fig 3). In addition to the pattern of distribution of
immunoreactive solitary cells and neuroepithelial bodies, the large number of the latter found in the present study as well as the overall size of the total population merit comment. In a previous study of endocrine cells of human lungs, calcitonin was found to be rarely present in neuroepithelial bodies and to be largely confined to solitary endocrine cells.7 The presence of large numbers of immunoreactive neuroepithelial bodies in the present study may represent a species difference, or may reflect a physiological variability in the secretion of peptides by such cells occurring under different circumstances. Ignorance of the true function of these components prevents further speculation on this point. Although we have made no attempt to quantify it, the overall size of the endocrine cell population found in this study is of interest, since the adult rat is usually regarded as unsuitable for studies of this kind owing to the alleged paucity of such cells.7,8 We believe that this is largely a consequence of the techniques used to demonstrate them. For example, unless frozen sections or freeze dried tissue are used, silver impregnation methods such as those of Grimelius and Bodian reveal very few of the endocrine cells actually present. This appears to be a feature of the golden hamster as well as the rat, since failure of lung tissue from the former fixed in formaldehyde, paraformaldehyde, or Bouin's solution to take up silver has also been demonstrated.11 The same authors also showed that fluorescence methods (the Falck-Hillarp and modified Eaton-Fedde techniques) revealed many more endocrine cells in the airways of the same species than did silver impregnation methods performed on adjacent tissue sections.

Despite the prevalence of endocrine cells immunoreactive for calcitonin in our present study, they probably still represent only a subpopulation of the total endocrine cell complement. In this regard it is interesting that whereas most of the neuroepithelial bodies immunoreactive for calcitonin showed positive immunostaining with antisera to neurone specific enolase most solitary cells, including those immunoreactive for calcitonin, did not. Occasionally, neurone specific enolase positive cells were seen which appeared not to contain calcitonin. There are several possible explanations for this, including experimental artefact. For example, neurone specific enolase is a soluble enzyme that is sensitive to methods of fixation and antisera to it are often of variable affinity and avidity. False negative results may therefore occur. Not all peptide secreting cells, however, appear to contain neurone specific enolase (for example, those of the parathyroid gland).20 In the present case, the fact that most neuroepithelial bodies were positive for this enzyme whereas most solitary cells were not is of interest, and may possibly indicate a different embryological origin in that the former may be truly of neural derivation whereas the latter may not. Controversy about the embryological origin of bronchopulmonary and gastrointestinal endocrine cells continues,21,22 and although neurone specific enolase has been well demonstrated in endocrine cells of human fetal lungs23 it is by no means proved that all such cells contain the enzyme.

We cannot be certain of the function of these cells either in health or in disease. Other peptides have been found in bronchopulmonary endocrine cells of normal lungs, including gastrin releasing peptide and leu-enkephalin.4 In health these peptides may act locally, perhaps to regulate the secretory activity of adjacent cells (paracrine function), or perhaps systemically (endocrine function). Adrenocorticotrophin may appear within such cells in diseased lungs.24 Calcitonin is also implicated in various forms of pulmonary disease. For example, hypercalcitoninaemia or hypercalcitoninuria has been reported in association with primary bronchogenic carcinoma (especially "oat cell" carcinoma, but also adenocarcinoma)25; with chronic mucopurulent bronchitis26; and with emphysema, tuberculosis, and pneumonia.27 It has been suggested that this may be a consequence of hyperplasia of cells containing calcitonin,28 a phenomenon recently demonstrated in the case of endocrine cells in ectatic bronchi, and in lungs bearing carcinoid neoplasms and carcinomas.29

Further study of normal and diseased lungs may reveal the role of this series of cells in health and disease.
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